
AUTHENTIC STORYTELLING
FOR AMPLIFIED BRAND
ENGAGEMENT

Case Study



Leading a nonprofit that covers both Nebraska and Council Bluffs, Iowa, the Chief Executive Officer
felt a pressing need to share authentic, relatable stories during her engagements. The intent was
to resonate both internally and externally, ensuring the narratives aligned closely with the
organization's mission, vision, and values. In the midst of this challenge, she turned to Avant
Solutions.

Situation

Our objective at Avant Solutions was clear-cut: Dive deep into the CEO's experiences to extract
genuine narrative that naturally mirror the ethos of the nonprofit. By doing so, we would not only
bolster her speeches, but enhance overall brand communication across multiple channels.

Task

Personalized Interviews: Understanding our client’s pain point, we initiated a series of in-
depth discussions with the CEO. The goal was to unearth details from her real-world
experiences that connected seamlessly to the nonprofit's core essence.
Proprietary Strategic Storytelling Map: Our unique approach to crafting narratives came into
play here. Using Avant Solutions' proprietary strategic storytelling map, we converted the
CEO's experiences into relatable stories. This ensured that each story was anchored in
authenticity while aligning with the organization's mission.
Multifaceted Training: Once these stories were carved, our responsibility didn’t end. We then
coached the CEO on effective delivery. From memorizing to presenting with impact, we
ensured she was ready to captivate her audience.
Multi-Channel Utilization: The stories’ potential was amplified further. Recognizing their
broader application, we adapted them for social media and website videos. This approach
underlined our vision of creating customized communication strategies, serving our client
beyond just immediate requirements.
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Action

The tangible impact of our partnership was the creation of a consistent and integrated
communication cadence. By crafting genuine stories and training the CEO on effective delivery, we
ensured the nonprofit’s narratives resonated across diverse platforms. 

Results



But the true measure of success was the ripple effect these stories created:
Brand Ambassadors: The authentic tales acted as catalysts, molding stakeholders into
brand ambassadors and advocates.
Enhanced Brand Recognition: With consistent storytelling, the organization’s audience
began to effortlessly identify with the nonprofit's brand.
Service Awareness: As these narratives echoed across channels, there was a
heightened awareness of the myriad services the nonprofit offers to the community.

At Avant Solutions, our knack lies in identifying core challenges and architecting tailored
communication strategies. Our collaboration with this nonprofit not only fulfilled their immediate
need but laid the foundation for stronger community engagement. Looking for a partner that
crafts genuine narratives and offers holistic communication solutions? Avant Solutions is your
answer.

Avant Solutions is a full-service PR/communication firm that provides customized communication
strategies, media training/media relations, executive communication support and services to
clients across various industries and sectors. The team has in-depth knowledge of strategic
communication and public relations, serving a diverse clientele that includes federal and local
government, public agencies, non-profit organizations, education, small businesses and startups.
Avant Solutions belongs to the Public Relations Consultants Group, a national network of 50 award-
winning independent communications and public relations professionals and consultancies,
allowing reach in every market across the U.S., Canada and Puerto Rico. The firm is also part of the
Goldman Sachs 10KSB Small Businesses Alumni group and the only Black woman-owned, WBENC
and WOSB-certified PR/Communication firm in the State of Nebraska.

About Avant Solutions

https://www.avantsolutions.org/
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